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Project Progress

Nominated Project Contact(s)
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Scope

The scope of the project is to address time spent searching for overhead line faults; the duration of the outage; and the inability, currently,
to detect developing faults. The scope of the project is 11kV overhead lines, which may or may not be fitted with existing visual Fault
Passage Indicators (FPIs) and automatic sectionalising links (ASLs), but where fitted these devices do not report in via SCADA to our
control room.

Objectives(s)

The project aims to further reduce search times by identifying that permanent faults as being down a particular spur, or locating them to a
particular location between sectionalisation points on the main line. Secondly, it aims to demonstrate that developing or “incipient” faults
can be reliably detected.

Success Criteria

The project will be deemed to have been successful when:

at least one developing or “incipient” fault has been detected;
the combination of Fault Passage Indicators, Tollgrade Lighthouse Power Sensors and existing equipment is successfully
discriminating the correct spur which has faulted, or identifying that the fault is on the main line; and in the latter case, is providing a
location estimate.

Performance Compared to the Original Project Aims, Objectives and Success Criteria

This project has installed the Lighthouse sensor management system, which currently monitors Lighthouse Power sensors supplied by
Aclara. The installed Powersensors send powerflow and fault events to the Lighthouse system, which will in turn transfer fault data to
PowerOn. The Lighthouse system was designed to use serial polling whereas PowerOn uses parallel polling.  Consequently commissioning
the link between the two systems has resulted in delays, as alternative interface is required to align the differing implementations of the
DNP3 protocol. Aclara continues to develop their distance to fault algorithm, which will reduce the time to locate overhead line faults.

The live line procedure to install Lighthouse power sensors has been approved. By March 2018, 339 out of 405 sensors at 113 locations
had been installed.  There has been an issue with the power sensor modem that has caused a number of power sensors to stop
communicating.  40 Replacement sensors were sent by Aclara and are being exchanged.  Unfortunately the configuration of the new units
could not be completed, due to a modem issue, preventing the replacements from being installed and commissioned.  Further replacement
sensors are being delivered having an EU compatible modem.

Network Control and operational staff, who have access to the Lighthouse system, have interrogated fault data after a fault has been
located.  Following positive experiences, they plan to direct linesmen to likely fault locations reducing the time to locate the fault.  



Incipient or momentary faults are also being detected.  Operational staff have been dispatched to inspect sections of overhead line to see if
a cause can be identified before a supply interruption occurs. In one instance tree branches were found touching the overhead line.
Reports are produced to record the sequence of events and fault location.  This information is being used by Aclara to develop their
“distance to fault” algorithm. 

Bowden Brothers Pathfinder with remote comms has been selected as the overhead line Fault Passage Indicator (FPI).  The Pathfinder
symbol in PowerOn works as expected.  500 Candidate sites have been selected e.g. close to a manually operated overhead switch.  In
some locations an existing FPI will be replaced with one with remote comms.  The existing FPI will be removed, refurbished and reused to
monitor a spur on the same circuit.  These circuits are supplied from primary substations with differing forms of earthing arrangements
ranging from directly earthed in SPN and reactance and arc suppression coils in EPN.  The weekly communications check allows PowerOn
to change the sensitivity of the Pathfinders to depending on the earthing and resultant fault current.

In addition to the Power sensors and Pathfinders, to further reduce fault location times, a number of ground mounted substations without a
RTU have been identified, we will install a Nortech NX44 with comms (mains powered) and NX45 (battery operated)  at  50 sites, each type
will be installed and these will confirm the passage of fault current in sections of underground cable, typically found in villages surrounded
by overhead lines.

The powerflow and fault events are providing information that was not previously available using traditional primary substation monitoring. 
Changes in the direction of power flow due to distributed generation can be clearly seen. This information will help the project develop
deployment strategies to help reduce CMLs on overhead line circuits.

It is expected that the FPI indications, if they are shown to be as reliable as RTU FPI, will be incorporated into the APRS restoration
algorithms.

A change request was submitted to Ofgem to extend the monitoring phase of the project and assessment period of the value of data and
deployment strategies.  There is no increase in budget.  The project is on target to deliver the deliverables to budget by the revised end
date of May 2019.

Required Modifications to the Planned Approach During the Course of the Project

There are no changes to planned methodology or approach.  The only change has been the monitoring period extension.

Lessons Learnt for Future Projects

The approval of fault passage indicators was straightforward and installation and commissioning procedures were approved by UK Power
Networks’ Asset Management function.  The use of a dedicated delivery team removes the conflict between planned work and operational
response to supply interruptions, and should be considered where possible for completing installation work on schedule.

In order to power the Lighthouse power sensors, the devices scavenge energy from the overhead line.  For it to operate in powerflow
collection mode about 15 Amps must flow through the sensor.  It is important that the sensors are positioned at appropriate locations
otherwise the sensor will “go to sleep” and only respond to fault events.  Estimating the powerflow at a particular location on an overhead
line is done by inspection.  The demand is dependent on the number and distribution of customers along the circuit.  The closer the sensor
is placed to the normal open point the lower the current at that point.

Clear understanding of the DNP3 protocol implementations mentioned in the previous section, would have prevented delays in creating the
link between the two systems.

Before any sensor is dispatched it should be 100% factory tested. This is important when the device is placed on or near the overhead line
where it cannot be easily removed if issues are identified after installation and commissioning. 

The fault passage indicator specifications produced by the project are now being used in a procurement activity to prepare for wider rollout
of these technologies.
The project demonstrations are expected to deliver learning on deployment strategies to maximize the value of benefits. 

The Outcomes of the Project

The project is still on-going; currently there are no outcomes to report.

Data Access

To view the full Innovation Data Sharing Policy, please visit UK Power Networks’ website here:
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/contact-us/InnovationDataSharingPolicy.pdf

UK Power Networks recognise that Innovation projects may produce network and consumption data, and that this data may be useful to
others. This data may be shared with interested parties, whenever it is practicable and legal to do so, and it is in the interest of GB
electricity customers. In accordance with the Innovation Data Sharing Policy published in 2017/18, UK Power Networks aim to make
available all non-personal, non-confidential/non-sensitive data on request, so that interested parties can benefit from this data

Foreground IPR

No specific Foreground IPR was developed as part of this project.
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